
HOUSE No. 2513
By Mr. Flaherty of Boston, petition of Thomas S. Eisenstadt

and Michael F. Flaherty that courts be authorized to annul records
of convictions under certain circumstances. The Judiciary.

In the Year One Thousand Nine Hundred and Seventy-Three

An Act to authorize courts to annul a record of convic-
tion FOR CERTAIN PURPOSES.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives in
General Court assembled, and by the authority of the same, as
follows:

1 The court in which a conviction of crime has been had may,
2 at the time of discharge of a convicted person from its control,
3 or upon his discharge from imprisonment or parole, or at any
4 time thereafter, enter an order annulling, canceling, and re-
-5 scinding the record of conviction and disposition, when in the
6 opinion of the court the order would assist in rehabilitation
7 and be consistent with the public welfare. Upon the entry of
8 such order the person against whom the conviction had been
9 entered shall be restored to all civil rights lost or suspended by

10 virtue of the arrest, conviction, or sentence, unless otherwise
11 provided in the order, and shall be treated in all respects as not
12 having been convicted, except that upon conviction of any
13 subsequent crime the prior conviction may be considered by
14 the court in determining the sentence to be imposed.
15 In any application for employment, license, or other civil
16 right or privilege, or any appearance as a witness, a person may
17 be questioned about previous criminal record only in language
18 such as the following: “Have you ever been arrested for or
19 convicted of a crime which has not been annulled by a court?”

20 Upon entry of the order of annulment of conviction, the
21 court shall issue to the person in whose favor the order has
22 been entered a certificate stating that his behavior after convic-
-23 tion has warranted the issuance of the order, and that its effect
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24 is to annul, cancel, and rescind the record of conviction and
25 disposition.
26 Nothing in this act shall affect any right of the offender to
27 appeal from his conviction or to rely on it in bar of any
28 subsequent proceedings for the same offense.
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